Many people have never ordered or commissioned an artist and haven’t the first
idea of what to expect.
We will answer questions and still want to hear from you, but below, we outline
some FAQ (frequently asked questions). (click here to see copperplate video)
Weddings: We get quite a few requests as this is the most popular request a
calligrapher gets. There is addressing of envelopes and place cards and then
there is the invitation itself. We address envelopes, place cards & thank you
notes, other than wedding invitations. There are abundant ways & means and
designs to implement, there is a lot of protocol here so direct consultation is
best.
You can also email your request for a price. We would like to know if you have
the paper/envelope/invitation or you’d like us to arrange for the same, also if you
can share styles & preferences, any information you would like to share would
take us closer to the desired results.
Poems & Quotes: Whether quotations or poems, usually we design in line with
your feedback or idea and work out the piece for you. Please share if you may
have some thoughts or design considerations. We will try to guide you toward the
best, most unique solution.
Certificates / Resolutions: These are honorary documents and we try to make
them special for the person or occasion. It is best if we can see the text as soon
as possible, so that we may make some helpful suggestions and get an idea of
what you need. Usually, first drafts that we receive are very verbose and benefit
from a bit of editing. But, we will do it anyway you’d like.
Special commissions: Book titles; Front matter; Foreword; Dedications.

Calligraphy Styles: Underneath are a few lettering styles we did in the recent
past. These are manuscripts and not fonts. By popular demand italic and
copperplate are most practised. Some illustratives below, each-showing myriad
weights, styles and ornate lettering. We have also matched scripts on requests,
an on-line example can also help us understand what script you want. We will
prepare a sample just for you, at a nominal charge (refunded on our
appointment).

